Should I Join the Military to Pay for Medical School?

As many readers know, the military paid for my medical school training through its HPSP scholarship. I once ran the numbers to find out what a great deal I was getting, and quickly discovered that I was getting a pretty raw deal, at least financially speaking. The reasons why were the fact that I was in a reasonably high-paying specialty, I graduated from medical school at a time that student loans could be consolidated at below 2%, and medical school tuition was much cheaper than it is now (particularly at the state school I attended.) I figured I had come out at least a couple of hundred thousand dollars behind.

Does Joining the Military to Pay for Medical School Make it Worth it?

Having learned recently that tuition at my medical school has gone up 150% since my graduation, and that students cannot get loans below 6.8% these days, I was curious how that would change the equation. So I decided to run the numbers again. As with any equation, garbage in equals garbage out, so the
inputs and assumptions are key. Here are the inputs I used:

1. HPSP signing bonus $20,000, monthly stipend $1992
2. Student attends an out of state school or a private school with a cost of tuition, fees, books, and health insurance of $48,000 per year. Loans are taken out at 6.8%.
3. The time value of money is 6% per year. This means that increased pay in medical school and residency is worth more than increased pay later.
4. The HPSP student completes a military residency. Pay rates taken directly from 2011 military pay tables. BAH values from 2011 BAH calculator for a large military medical center. The non-HPSP student attends the actual civilian residency I attended and is paid according to 2010-2011 rates paid by the hospital.
5. The military physician makes approximately $130,000 per year while in the service. This is an approximate figure of what a military emergency physician in his first few years out of residency makes.
6. The civilian physician makes the average employee total compensation per the Daniel Sterns 2010 survey of emergency physicians, $263,000.

After 4 years of medical school, 3 years of residency, and 4 years of post-residency practice, the military physician has received benefits of $1.125 Million and the civilian physician has received benefits of $1.083 Million, essentially a draw. The balance is tilted in favor of the civilian route for a cheaper medical school, cheaper loans, a higher-paying specialty, or a more lucrative private partnership type position. Conversely, the balance is tilted in favor of the military route for a more expensive medical school, a lower paying specialty, or prior military service.
[Update 2017: Many changes have taken place in the last few years that affect these numbers. The difference between military pay and civilian pay has increased significantly, at least in emergency medicine. However, the cost of tuition has also climbed dramatically, offsetting that. If you are staring at so much medical school debt after residency that you cannot have it paid off in 5 years living like a military doctor and directing all additional after-tax cash flow toward the loans, you’ll be better off, at least financially, in the military.]

It’s Not A Financial Decision

Of course, I would never recommend someone join the military for the financial benefits. The unique hassles of the military such as going through the military match, dealing with military bureaucracy and hospital rank structure, not having control over where you live, and the frequent deployments cannot be compensated for with money. Only a true desire to serve your country and those who put their lives on the line for you and your loved ones each day can compensate you for that. There are also a few people who want to do something in medicine that you can only do in the military-flight medicine, dive medicine, working with the special forces, being the President’s doctor etc. In the end, this decision should be made based on the prospective medical student’s desire to be in the military and not the financial ramifications.
For a realistic view of the HPSP scholarship, some alternatives to it, and life as a military physician, visit this forum.